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ABOUT US
Echangy is a fully decentralized cross chain swap protocol, with
automated pricing and liquidity system.
Echangy is a decentralized application running on the Mutichain
blockchains.
A protocol that facilitates cost-efficient and secure atomic transactions by
utilizing a wide range of protocols and performing argument validation
and execution verification.

The protocol aims to maintain ECHANGY token’s price stability. This
collateral is used for redemptions, helping to maintain price stability.
The collateral consists of two tokens. USDC and ECHANGY share token
(ECG). The USDC token is deposited into the protocol when a user mints
ECHANGY token, while the ECHANGY token, serving as collateral is burned
when a user mints ECHANGY token and minted by the protocol when a
user redeems ECHANGY token

ECHANGY HIGHLIGHT
DECENTRALIZED & GOVERNANCE-MINIMIZED

Community-governed, with a focus on a highly autonomous, algorithmic
approach that requires no active administration.
TWO TOKENS ECHANGY IS THE STABLECOIN

The currency is softly linked to the US dollar. The governance token,
Echangy Shares, earns fees, seigniorage revenue, and excess collateral
value.

FULLY ON-CHAIN ORACLES

Chainlink and Pyth oracles are used by Echangy.
STABLECOINS WERE DIVIDED INTO

With no collateral, centralized fiat is collateralized and algorithmic.
ECHANGY is the first decentralized stablecoin that use a “fractionalized”
hybrid approach of algorithm and collateral.

TOP FEATURE ECHANGY

MINT & REDEEM

Mint/redeem stablecoin with partial collateral, also use TCR, and ECR for
protocol.

GOVERNANCE

Created to give holders the chance to have a voice on the platform while
also being rewarded for holding ECG tokens for a long period of time..

FARM

Users can farm ECHANGY by providing liquidity and depositing their LP
tokens on Echangy Network.

ABOUT COIN
ECHANGY TOKEN

Echangy is a popular utility token with a huge user base that supports the
Echangy ecosystem. apart from being able to trade Echangy tokens, you
can use of a wide variety additional benefits that come along with it.
Earn a certain commission reward from your friends swaps on echangy
and 5% from their earnings on Farms & Launchpools.
PLATFORM:

Polygon (Matic) ,Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

TOKEN TOKENOMICS
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ROADMAP

✘ Launch Desk & CEX
✓ Deployment smart contract
ECHANGY Token (ECG) on BSC &
Matic network

✘ Listing on Coinmarketcap and Coingeko

✓ Development echangy

✘ Launching NFT & own marketplace

✓Launch Social Media

✘Launching Own Swap

✘Launching Mainnet

✓ Website launch
✓ Release Roadmap

✘ Launch Farming/Pools on Echangy Swap

✘ Verification the contract
ECHANGY Token (ECG) s on BSC &
Matic network

✘ Listing Many Exchanges

✘ WhitePaper

✘ Develop Cross-Chain Function

✘ECHANGY airdrop

✘ More Marketing Program

✘ Develop Launchpad Concept

✘ECHANGY testnet Event
✘ IDO & IGO
✘ Public Sale

✘ Develop echangy

✘listing on pancakeswap and
Quickswap exchange

✘More market plan

✘Marketing Campaign & Partnership

✘Develop leverage own chain ,for staking ,lending
,borrowing

✘ Locking 10% of the team's tokens
for a year

✘ With the advance development of the cross technology
of top 4th phase will make become & interest to Metaverse.
the echangy program will present CERIOS : content
output, community ,QNA, circulation financial asset
,display of digital art . With only one address someone will
access to all DEX on echangy .

TEAM
Our team consists 50 members: 10 marketer, 20 developers and 10 financial expert 10 Team
Members. We adhere to the principles of Satoshi Nakamoto and we will not reveal our
identities, because we believe that the cryptocurrency and the cryptoindustry should be
anonymous and decentralized.
Our goal is to change the financial system that controls us at the moment and we want to do
this together. We are one team and each can to contribute to the development of this project.
Let's support Echangy project, let's change the world.

Meka Moto
CEO | CO-FOUNDER
Meka-Moto is a Testnet enthusiast who loves to Test and
develop New Things. Having experience in Unity Of Testnet
development and passion fir tesnet led him to bring Echangy

Hanyu Pinyin
Dveloper
Hanyu Pinyin is a professional blockchain developer with
experience in Top Tier companies like Oracle, Ericson and
passionate gamer having a tons of working experience with
different blockchain and NFT projects.

Nesona Sao
Manager
Nesona Sao has been an experienced professional in crypto
since 2011, he has strong ability to lead and help communities
and has worked on several crypto projects.

Mekosoka Tan
Own Community Manager
Mekosona Tan has Been an experienced to build echange, our
team is specially pickup mekosona

Alonga Sison
Developer
Alonga Sison is an experienced and professional developer
who has been working on different crypto projects and
technologies in the industry.

Bonga Chin
Testnet Developer
Bonga Chin has been working with lots of well-renowned and
established companies as a Testnet Developer, he has
Working more than 20 years of experience in Development

Fonseo Chan
Develop Engineer
Sid is a crypto investor and consultant who has been working
with different crypto VC firms and NFT projects.

Michael
Senior Developer
Michael is blockchain Enthusiast and specialized Blockchain
Developer to turn a Testnet idea into code on a fast-moving
environment.

Mosin Tan
Marketing Manager
Well Experience In Marketing.

CONNECT

Support
get in touch with us via

cooperation@echangy.com and the team will be

carefully analyze the possibility of connecting your project.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Please, carefully read the following disclaimer issued by Echangy. This notice is applicable to
all persons who read this document. Please not this notice may be altered or updated over
time.
his whitepaper does not constitute any relations between you (the holder) and the distributor.
Acquiring the Echangy token is only available after accepting the terms and conditions of
token sale. The acquisition of Echangy token does not present an exchange of cryptocurrencies
for any form of ordinary shares of the distributor and the holder of the Echangy token is not
entitled to guaranteed form of dividend. Holders of Echangy tokens are only entitled to certain
rights which are in the T&C. Echangy tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any
jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort
and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in a jurisdiction. This whitepaper is
designed for information purposes only. The contents of this whitepaper are not a financial
promotion. Therefore, none of the contents of this whitepaper serves as an invitation or
inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity. Prospective investors of the Echangy
tokens should carefully consider and evaluate all the risks and uncertainties associated with
cryptocurrency, Echangy and their respective business and operation. We advise you to
familiarize yourself with all the information written down in this whitepaper. Our T&C, and
token information before purchasing any Echangy token.

